Abstract--Mobile agents have been proposed for collecting and processing network management information in the Internet and other networks. This paper presents fundamental analytical stochastic models of mobile agent behavior for mobile agent design. The significance of these models is in their utility and flexibility. Models discussed include ones of agent dwell time, agent life span for various cloning scenarios, agent report statistics, and quality of service. (~)
INTRODUCTION
Mobile agents are self-executable programs that travel around a network doing work [1] . The analytical modeling and solution of models of mobile agent behavior is in its infancy. This paper presents fundamental analytical models to illustrate the rich structure of the mobile agent paradigm. Our intent is not to propose one model to "fit all" situations but to exhibit a number of complimentary models that indicate the modeling possibilities of mobile agents. The probablistic assumptions have been kept general, phrasing lifetime results in terms of Laplace transforms and expectations. However, more sophisticated modeling and analysis is certainly possible but is beyond the scope of this paper which is to suggest a foundation for further elaboration.
Mobile agents have numerous applications but their applicability to networking and telecommunications is of particular interest. In this context, mobile agents can be used for collecting, data mining [1] , and processing network management information [2] [3] [4] as well as delegating network control in networks. Mobile agents can move around a network based on a specific routing plan [5] and transport a mobile agent's state, code, and data [6] to perform these functions.
For instance, in a large network such as the Internet or a telephone network, a mobile agent(s) can be dispatched to problematic network nodes to investigate node status rather than dumping all nodal status, statistics and configuration information to a network control center. In addition,
The support of NSF grant CCR-9912331 in the course of T. Robertazzi's research is gratefully acknowledged. if a mobile agent finds a problem based on the information collected, it can take action such as redirecting traffic. Thus, the use of mobile agents can reduce network traffic and provide an intriguing means of implementing functionality. In some cases, a node can dispatch a mobile agent(s) before it starts to transmit its traffic to determine the network status. Based on collected network information by the mobile agent, a node can decide on an optimal path.
Mobile agent modeling must take into account a number of novel behaviors. These include the fact that mobile agents reside in a host for some time (dwell time), have a finite lifespan, can make copies of themselves (cloning), be discarded (killed), report results to a central station, and may have to deployed in sufficient numbers to carry out a task according to some specification (quality of service). All of these quantities can be statistically described in various ways. An understanding of these issues is necessary for designing optimal mobile agents codes, and network parameters (such as host speed and network capacity).
There is very little work to date on analytical stochastic modeling of mobile agent behavior. Mobile agents can be represented by stochastic Petri nets [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , which are usually solved numerically. However, our interest is primarily in analytical models of mobile agent behavior. To this end, we present a conceptual framework showing that common mobile agent functions can be analytically described in terms of stochastic models. Note that it is not our intention to present definitive distributional models of mobile agent behavior (this awaits experimental work). We indicate below where assumptions are made for the sake of providing examples. The true significance of this paper is in demonstrating the power and possibilities of analytical stochastic models of agent behavior. Note also that analytical mobile agent stochastic modeling is related to the theory of branching processes [12] . This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes mobile agent functions. Section 3 covers dwell time distributions. Modeling mobile agent life span is discussed in Section 4. The interreport process of a mobile agent is examined in Section 5 and mobile agent report arrival processes are studied in Section 6. Section 7 discusses an optimization problem involving the minimum number of mobile agents needed to provide a desired quality of service level. Finally, the conclusion appears in Section 8.
MOBILE AGENT FUNCTIONS
Mobile agent functions can be categorized into three major groups which are a network management function [1] , a secretary function [6] , and a maintenance function [13] . A secretary function (user level) allows a user/customer to command a mobile agent that does a specific job within a given time and with the best result or performance. A network management function (network level) lets a mobile agent travel around the network to collect network information, or allows a mobile agent to be delegated responsibility by the network controller. Finally, a maintenance function (connection level) helps to maintain connection/call and data transport. Figure I depicts the difference among three mobile agent application levels. The details of network, connection and user level are explained in [14] .
The information reporting mechanism is an important factor in deciding the performance of mobile agents as well as that of networks. The reporting characteristics (i.e., interreporting) analysis of mobile agents can be divided into two categories depending on the number of reports to a central node or control node. The two categories are persistent reporting and intermittent reporting.
Persistent reporting means that a mobile agent reports from every node it visits. Examples of persistent reporting include the network management function and the maintenance function. For the case of the network management function, a mobile agent travels around the network, collects information and reports the network's current state successively. The maintenance function may have to track an object's movement involving a cellular communication customer or data file transfer, thus causing many reports to be generated. In intermittent reporting, a mobile agent 
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reports from some of the nodes it visits. The secretary function is an example of intermittent reporting. The secretary function may reside in a host or a market place which is composed of many hosts, and a mobile agent reports when it achieves its goal. Thus, the number of reports for the network management function and the maintenance function is generally larger than for the secretary function.
DWELL TIME DISTRIBUTION
One or more mobile agents may be inserted into a network from a central host (network center) for management purpose and each resides in different hosts for periods of time. The dwell (or residence) time in a host is an important parameter that influences information reporting behavior. During the residence of mobile agents that travel from host to host, mobile agents make measurements and report results back to the central host. If a mobile agent arrives at a host, the processor in a host will act pre-emptively for mobile agents because it is assumed that every mobile agent has the highest priority and must be served without delay (queueing delay could be included).
The dwell (or residing) time of a mobile agent in a host, D is D = Execution time + Reporting time.
(i)
One cycle time, C is C = D + Travel (or Propagation) time to next host.
(2) Figure 2 illustrates the cycle of execution time, reporting time and travel (or propagation) time to an adjacent host. Dwell time depends on the network host status, specifically, congestion, job load in a host, and processor speed, etc. Here, the time periods are assumed to be independent of each other. During execution time, the mobile agent may sojourn in a host's microprocessor and collects host status information. It may include some type of network center delegation processes, such as rerouting traffic, or reconfiguring the node. Reporting time contains such latency as execution suspension, data serialization, encoding [6] , report generation to the source and report propagation delay and acknowledgment delay from the source. may be relatively longer than the mobile agent travel (or hop) time since a mobile agent may travel far from the source. That is, the distance between adjacent hosts is usually shorter than the distance between a mobile agent and the source (or center).
The execution time probability density function (pdf) is given by e(t), the reporting time pdf is given by r(t), the travel time pdf is given by v(t), and the dwell time pdf is given by d(t). The sum of three independent random variables from equations (1) and (2) results in a convolution of the two probability density functions (pdf) e(t), r(t), and v(t), 
c(t) = e(t) • r(t), v(~).

c*(s) = E*(s). R*(s). V*(s). (4)
Here,
E*(s) -e(t)e-St dt, R*(s) -r(t)e-St dt,
// V*(s) =_ v(t)e-St dt.
There is some surface similarity between the dwelling of mobile agents in hosts and the dwelling of the token in stations (nodes) in token ring local area networks [15] . Tokens always visit a ring's stations in a repetitive, cyclic pre-ordered fashion. For this specific virtual topology and behavior one would expect that the describing equations for a mobile agent would match those of token movement. However, mobile agent routing is in general more flexible and can involve agent movement patterns very different from that of a token in a token ring network. It should also be kept in mind that a token is simply a digital codeword while an agent is a complex piece of software capable of executing on a multiplicity of machines.
LIFE SPAN OF A MOBILE AGENT
Mobile agents have finite lifetimes. There are two situations in discarding (or killing) mobile agents. One situation is that the source can discard returning mobile agents, the other situation is that an m-bitrary host can discard mobile agents. These two rules can be used in the same network. Several mobile agent discarding scenarios are proposed in the following. SCENARIO 1. A host discards outdated mobile agents and it reports this to the source.
As an application example, a mobile agent performing data mining at a host may be discarded once its tasks there are complete. SCENARIO 2. Once a mobile agent completes its job, it will be discarded.
For example, a mobile agent may be dispatched to update several network nodes or provide a security update to several network nodes. Once it has performed its task at all specified nodes, it should be discarded. SCENARIO 3. After k reports, a mobile agent will be discarded. In other words, it is an aging process [5] .
The use of this feature is to prevent unlimited life of mobile agents. It also lowers the average age of active mobile agents, allowing new updated agents to play a prominent role more quickly, as for instance would be needed for security updates.
Each scenario may also include reuse of mobile agents. That is, after finishing a job, a mobile agent may be reused after updating mobile agent code. For Scenario 3, one can calculate the probability of the k th report at the n th hop, P~(k), when a mobile agent reports intermittently. Assume that a mobile agent reports with independent probability of 3' at each host and doesn't report with probability 1 -7. That is, 
Here, Event 1 and Event 2 are independent of each other. This probability distribution is the Pascal distribution or the negative binomial distribution. The mean and the variance of Pn(k)
A mobile agent may clone (copy) itself [6, 16] when agents experience task overload and capacity overload [17, 18] . This is very useful for distributed implementations as it precludes the need for a network center to generate and transmit additional mobile agents. The life span of a mobile agent family can vary due to the mobile agent's cloning ability. The analysis of mobile agent life span is divided into two different cases. One is a cloning case and the other is a no cloning case (one can call this a sterile agent case). Intuitively, the no-cloning case has a shorter mean mobile agent family life span than the cloning case.
Without Cloning (Sterile Case)
In some applications involving an interaction between a mobile agent and a limited number of nodes, a single agent, or small number of agents, may be sufficient for the assigned task(s) and thus there is no need for cloning.
The total life span (LS), or life span of a mobile agent, TL (see Here, N is the total number of hosts visited by a mobile agent and tk indicates one cycle time which consists of the dwell time in the k th host (i.e., execution time + reporting time) and the travel time of a mobile agent. Here, t N is different from the other tk since t N does not contain travel time due to the mobile agent discard at the N th host. The average life span of a mobile agent is
=E[k~__i t k +E[tN]
Here, N and tk are independent of each other, and tk represents one cycle time. Let L*(s) be the Laplace transform of the life span TL to obtain the distribution of the life span, 
L*(s) = E [e -~TL] = EE[e -~TL
which becomes a geometric distribution. Then,
With Cloning
There are two possible cases involving cloning. One is that cloned mobile agents can not clone themselves and the other is that cloned mobile agents can clone. It is assumed that once a mobile agent is cloned, it also travels (or lives) with the same life span expectancy which is E[TL] from equation (9) as the mother mobile agent, and a mobile agent may clone one mobile agent at a time. Here, a mother mobile agent is a mobile agent which clones a child mobile agent. First, the no-cloning of cloned mobile agents case is considered. 
No-cloning of cloned mobile agents case
For some applications a two-level approach may suffice, when a mobile agent visits hosts (perhaps to diagnose the presence of a problem and then clone a copy of itself to perform repairs/updates while the original mobile agent moves on to the next node).
It is assumed that a mother mobile agent may clone at each of N th host it visits during its lifespan. The independent probability of cloning at each host is/3. The life span of a mobile agent family is defined as the longest life span of either the mother itself or a mobile agent which is generated from a mother/source mobile agent. In other words, the last discarded mobile agent's life span plus the time between the birth of a mother mobile agent and the birth of the latest discarded mobile agent is the life span of a mobile agent family. Please refer to Figure 4 . Naturally, if the original mother mobile agent outlives its descendants, its life span and the family life span are the same. The expected life span of all cloned mobile agents and a mother mobile (13) k=l where k indicates the total numbers of clones produced by the mother mobile agent during its lifespan and Pg(k) is the probability of k times cloning by the mother mobile agent at arbitrary hosts during a total of N hops.
The life span of all k cloned mobile agents and mother mobile agent, Tc k, is obtained by (see Figure 5 ),
T~ = max To, t o + Tnl,..., t o + T,~ k .
In the max function argument, there are k + 1 mobile agents' life spans including that of a mother mobile agent and cloned agents. Here Ti is the life span of a cloned mobile agent which is cloned at the ith visited host by a mother mobile agent, and To is the life span of the mother mobile agent. The t~ is a cycle time of a mobile agent which is cloned at the jth visited host by a mother mobile agent and ith visited host by a cloned mobile agent. Also, ni is the number of cycles at which the ith cloned mobile agent is born. Here, T~ and t o for all i are random variables with expectation values of E[Tc] from equation (9) and E[t] (expected value of a cycle time), respectively. The probability of k times cloning is assumed, by way of example, to follow a Bernoulli random distribution and the time process is assumed to be stationary and ergodic. Figure 4 depicts the one time cloning case for a mother mobile agent traveling around the network. In Figure 5 , a mother agent life span is the first line and the potential N times cloned mobile agents' life spans are represented by the other lines. A mother mobile agent can clone until she is discarded. If a mother mobile agent runs up to N hops, then the probability of cloning, Pk, is If the probability of cloning at an arbitrary host is uniformly distributed, then the average life span (LS) of the one time cloning case (see Figure 4) [14] for the details),
EA [Tc] <_ EA [T N] -(1 -fl)N E [TL]
-N+I T0+~--~.
t°+T, --(1--fl)NE[TL].
(21)
Cloning of cloned mobile agents
In complex systems it is efficient for mobile agents' clones to clone themselves. One example is a multilevel approach where a security patching agent enters a large installation, and sends clones to a number of local area networks connected to a number of cluster controllers. The agents further clone at each cluster controller to enter individual cluster PCs. Second, clones may clone themselves when an exponentiM growth in the number of active agents is desirable, as in the rapid dissemination of upgrades or necessary fixes.
If a cloned mobile agent can clone itself, then the life span of a family of mobile agents will be different from the previous case. In Figure 6 , a mother mobile agent clones a child mobile agent (level-1 cloning), then the child (or cloned) mobile agent clones a grandchild mobile agent (level-2 cloning). Mathematically it is assumed that this process can continue up to an infinite number of times (level-o~ cloning). Note that the probability of a level j clone existing is less than that of a level i (i < j) clone existing as Pr[clone at an arbitrary host] =/3. There are several different scenarios of cloning, but further descriptions are omitted.
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INTERREPORT PROCESS
OF A MOBILE AGENT
Mobile agents generally do not work in isolation, particularly in networking applications, so reporting by mobile agents to a central source is an important operation. The interreport time is defined as the time between successive reports which are generated from a remote mobile agent 
Time
Time to a center/source. In [4] , network status monitoring frequency by mobile agents is divided into a demand and a continuous case. In this paper, the reporting behavior can be divided into persistent reporting, intermittent reporting and stationary agent reporting based on their functions defined Section 2. The stationary reporting case is not considered in this paper, because an agent stays in one host instead of moving around (our major interest in this paper). The difference between persistent and intermittent reporting is shown in Figures 2 and 7 , respectively. This difference depends on the mobile agent's functions. The network management function may require an agent to report in every hop (persistent reporting). The maintenance function may or may not require a report in every hop and the secretary function doesn't report in every hop (intermittent reporting).
Persistent Reporting
In this case, the interreport time is equal to the cycle time (see equation (2)).
Intermittent Reporting
The intermittent interreporting time is longer than the persistent interreporting time because a remote mobile agent may not report in every hop (it may perform only the execution state at a node). Thus, the cycle time consists only of execution time and travel unless a report is actually made. The expectation value of interreporting time I is
E[I] = E[interreporting time]
= E[time between the previous report and the current report]
= E[cl + c2 + ... + cN-1 + eN + r].
Here, ci is the cycle time at node i, eN is the execution time at node N and r is a reporting time. Let the cycle time's Laplace transform be C* (s), the execution state's Laplace transform be E* (s), the reporting state's Laplace transform be R* (s), and N have an arbitrary distribution. A multiplicity of stochastic report policies can be envisioned. If one sets an independent probability of report to 7, then the probability of a report occurring in the Y TM hop after N -1 hops without reporting is (1 -7) N-17. The transform of intermittent interreport distribution with probability of 3' is 12,0
7-E*(s)m(s)
REPORT ARRIVAL PROCESS AT SOURCE
If the reporting process follows the interreporting process mentioned in the previous section, then the report arrival processes from a group of remote inhomogeneous mobile agents to a center/source can be obtained by a superposition process. Simply, this section concerns the center perspective and the previous section concerns the mobile agent perspective. In this section, a statistical analysis of the reports arrival processes is presented.
Persistent Reporting
The persistent reporting case (see Figure 2 ) is considered in this section. In Figure 8 , the report interarrival time to a source is given by t and ti is the interreporting time of ith mobile agent. Also, the distribution of ti is assumed as i.i.d. The report interarrival time from a group of mobile agents to a source, t, can be obtained by t=min (h,t2,ta,...,t~) . 
= (1-fo=e(tl) dtl) ... (1-~=c(t,,) dt,,)
where C(x) is a cumulative distribution function of c(x).
Intermittent Reporting
The reports arrival process is the same as the persistent case except for the probability of reporting.
For some concrete analysis, e(t), r(t), and v(t) are assumed to be negative exponentially distributed with different service rates resulting in an overall three-stage hypoexponential distribution. The negative exponential model is a potentially good mathematical mobility model [19] 
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The service rate of the execution time is assumed to be larger than the reporting time service rate.
Reports interaxrival time cumulative distribution functions are plotted in Figure 9 for persistent reporting and intermittent reporting. Figure 9 shows how the number of mobile agents, n, changes the distribution of the report interaxrival process under two different situations, persistent reporting and intermittent reporting.
MINIMUM NUMBER OF MOBILE AGENTS
For network management and maintenance, the mobile agents need to meet desired quality of service levels. A number of mobile agent QoS problems axe of interest. Here, one possibility is presented in this paper. Based on the probability distribution of the report arrival process, the minimum number of mobile agents guaranteeing a QoS level can be found using the report interaxrival process.
Each cumulative distribution function of the persistent and intermittent reporting cases is a function of the number of mobile agents, n, and the report interarrival time x. Now, it is desired to have the maximum length of x that meets the minimum required interreporting time of a source or a center, R. In other words, Xm~x <_ R. To achieve this inequality, a source can guarantee certain level of QoS. Here, the minimum number of mobile agents, nmin, is found by satisfying x ..... _< R. As the number of mobile agents, n, increases, the report interaxrival times become shorter. L-~I, L#I in (1 -C(R))
Intermittent Reporting
The intermittent reporting case also is the same as the persistent reporting case except for the inclusion of the probability of reporting 7.
A Comparison
The minimum number of mobile agents versus the required minimum interarrival time is plotted in Figure 10 when negative exponentially distributed service rates are used. A smaller R requires more mobile agents. The intermittent reporting case requires more mobile agents than the persistent reporting case because their interreporting time is longer than the persistent case. In order to get a shorter report interarrivaI time (higher QoS), one needs a good deal of resources (e.g., mobile agents processing time and channel capacity, etc.). For instance, if a source wants to set up a path, it needs to know the most recent network status. In order to get the most recent network status, a selfish source may increase the number of mobile agents it dispatches.
However, increasing the number of mobile agents may cause network overload or congestion.
CONCLUSION
It is clear that there are many possible variations on the models and features discussed here, ranging from distributional assumptions to allowed mobile agent behavior. This paper is significant in being the first to demonstrate the power and flexibility of analytical stochastic modeling of mobile agent behavior. However, such modeling is in its infancy. The study of mobile agent behavioral modeling opens up a new area to researchers that is rich in theory and applications.
